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High out.j)ut cnrrcnts of prot,ons arc required for future 
pulsed spallat.ion neut,ron sources and Kaon Factories. 
Typical paratrtc(.ers ~TC 5 tm1 at, 1 GeV or 1.667 mA at 
3 GcV for thi, former, and 0.1 m.4 at, 30 Get\’ for the lat- 
i,c,r. Th(, rPs\tltittg boat-n powers are 5 and 3 MW’, respec- 
t,ivcly. so t,liat k<by issut3 are low brain loss and reliable 
beam loss prot,ect.ion. The following aspects of the rings’ 
design are considered her?: very high efftciency IJ- injec- 
tion, beam optical paratneters, vacuum enclosures, radio 
frequency cc)nt,aitttncnt. and acceleration, instability con- 
siderat,ions, rtiagnct syst.etns, low loss ext,ract,ion, beam loss 
collirnat,ion and collection, and shielding. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Large extrapolations of outpItt, prot,on currt,nts have been 
proposed for rings of future pulsed spallation neut)ron 
sources and Kaon Factdories. Both types of facility propose 
a high repcrtitiotl frcquettcy (2 50 Hz): in addition, ttett- 
tron sotircf‘s consider enhancrd \7ilues of circulating cur- 
rents. Typical output parameters are 5 mA at 1 GeV, 50 
Hz, or 1.6tj7 tnA at 3 GeV, 50 IJz for the former, and 0.1 
111.4 at, 30 GczV, 10 Hz for the latter. 

‘I’ht~rc~ ari‘ a rtutiibi~r of arcclerator options for the spal- 
lation sources: linac and accumulator rings, linac and fast 
cycling synchrotrons, linar and FFAG accelerator(s), a 
Kaon Factory typf‘ facility or an induction Jinac. Of these, 
t,hc first, t,wo arc’ rurrrrtt,ly favnurcd. and for each it appears 
advantageous t,o use more than one ring. Kaon Factories 
have been studied over many years, bot,h in North Amer- 
ica (the TRllJhlF KAON and Los Alamos AJJF studies) 
and in Europe (the EHF and the studies at INR, Troisk). 
Comtnon to these designs is the use of a booster and main 
ring synchrotron, supplemented by one or tnore of the fol- 
lowing. accumulator. collector. extender. Despite all the 
studies: no Kaon Factory has received a final approval. 

The many rings of the Kaon Factories present a wide 
range of machine physics issnes, far more t,han do the rings 
of the, propos~~tl spallation sourrcs. liowrver, though the 
issues are fpwcr for the latter, t.hcy are trtore challenging 
because of the higher peak circulating current in the rings. 

Kaon Factory st,utiips have been reported extensively, 
and it is sufficient for t,his paper to list, the relevant design 
issues, quoting appropriate references. The paper then 
conccntratc,s on new design issues for the next generation, 
5 MW, pulsed spallation sources. A key issue is the design 
for ultra low loss II- charge exchange injectioll. 

2 RING DESIGN ISSUES 

Kaon Factory designs tlavtl had to cottsitlrr t.hc, crvrrall r+ 
liability and availabilit,y of a facilily 1 hat J~as a ttutttbf,r of 
complex, high powder rings (B,1 or 5) feeding each nthtxr in 
sequence, so that, a failure of any lone ring or of the irljc,r- 
t,or leads dircsct,ly to t~xperitrlc,nt,;tl clown tittll‘. Ittdivid~tal 
issues of irnporl.arici~ ai‘r given in t 11(* firrtii of H list: 

II- painting (JJ” st.at,cs),[l] 
Beam loss collection,[‘L] 
Bet,atron resonances [x] 
Iiravy beam loading,[4] 
Elect.ron-prot,on inst,abilit.y,[5] 
Frost extraction [tS] 
Ceramic vacuum chatnbcrs,[7] 
High transition energy latticcs,[S] 
Synchrobetatron resonances:[9] 
Polarisation (Siberian Snakrs),[lU] 
Low loss slow extraction,[ll] 
Coupled bunch instabilit,ies,[l2] 
Longitudinal emit,tanre cnltanretntrtt.[13: 
By comparison, the favoured sclt~mrs propost>d for a 5 

MW spallation source consist, of a high energy linac and 

rithc,r 2 arcuttlulat~or rings operating in Ilarall~~l, or 2 rapid 
cycling synchrotrons providing outpItt, beants in alt,ernat(~ 
cycles, Then, t.htx loss of a sirlglr ring It’iids “nly tl-, II 
halving of intensity, an important rottsiderat,ion due t,o the 
short, t,urn around time of neut,ron scattering rxprittttwts. 

The first, seven it,ems on the Kaon Factory list, also Apple 
t,o the spallation sources, where the larger circnlat,ing cur- 
rents give them tnore significance. One consequence is that 
the spallation sources require ultra low loss H- ittjr,ction, 
which, in turn, calls for a new forrrl of halo c~otit;tirtttwrtt, 
for the H- linac beam. 

Radiofrequency systems for the spallat,ion source ring:, 
are different from those for the Kaon Factories. The rapid 
cycling, large radius main ring of the latter requires a largt, 
voltage gain per turn. A frequency of approximat,ely 50 
?vJEJz is used t,o provide this voltage, and also to allow 
short bunch kaon experiments, in a fast extrartion rrmdc 

J,owcr frcqu(‘ncyi dual harmonic hystctns arc.‘ ~(~l<~ct q>tJ for 
the spallation sources. where t,lte ring radii are smaller. 
with h= 1 and 2 in t#he accumulators, and h=2 and 4 in t,hc% 
rapid cycling synchrotrons. The systems allnw improved 
momentum paint,ing during injection, and lead to Iowr,r 
beatn bunching factors and transverse space charge forces. 
A further gain occurs as the natural bunch gap is sitfirictlt, 
for the risetirne of a fast extra&on kicker magnet. Tot,al 
proton pulse durat,ions have to he <I irs. 
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Figure 1. 1.334 GeV Accumulator 
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Figure 2. Accumulator $-Functions 
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Figure 3. Accumulator Dispersion 

Figure 4. 3 GeV Synchrotron 
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Figure 5. Synchrotron RF Parameters 
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Figure 6. RCS Beam Power and A P/P 
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An overview of future spallation neutron source designs 
is given in [14], including some linac and target consid- 
erations, not considered here. Important issues for the 
spallat,ion source rings are now addressed separately. 

3 H- INJECTION 

Developments in FI- injection systems are described in 
[l], and the syst,em proposed for a possible 5 MW pulsed 
source, the European ESS facility, is shown in Figures 7 
to 11. Magnet lattices are designed around the injection 
region; Figure 1 is for a pair of 1.334 GeV accumulators 
and Figure 4 for a pair of 3 GeV rapid cycling synchrotrons 
(RCS), both of which are options for the ESS. 

At thP centrca of the injection region is a low field lat,tice 
dipole, of a length and bend angle that allows a direct ring 
exit for unwant.ed II0 and H- particles emerging from the 
stripping foil. Most of the incoming beam strips to pro- 
tons within the ring acceptance and continues to circulate, 
merging with the incoming H- beam in the centre of the 
low field dipole. The choice of the field in this dipole is irn- 
portant. It is chosen to give negligible prestripping of H- 
ions ahead of the foil, to minimize delayed stripping of H” 
atoms within the ring and to provide a bending radius for 
the stripped electrons large enough for direct collection, 
see Figure 10. Different fields are chosen for some ESS 
options: 0.177 T for the 1.334 GeV accumulators, 0.1252 
T for the 0.8 to 3.0 GeV RCS, and 0.1252 T for a 3 ring, 
0.8 GeV accumulator option. Identical lattices may then 
be chosen for the 1.334 and 0.8 GeV accumulators. 

.4 foil thickness is chosen which strips -98.5% of the 
I-l- beam t,o protons (eg 345 k&grn crnd2 A1203 for 1.334 
GeV H-). leaving most of the rest as partially stripped Ho 
atoms, in a range of quantum states. The fate of t,hese de- 
pends on their Stark state in the injection magnet. Energy 
levels for states of principal quantum number n=4:5 and 6 
are given as a function of electric field in Figure 8; the ver- 
tical dashed lines are the E field equivalents for the B fields 
of the different options (eg option 2 is for the 1.334 GeV ac- 
cumulators). Atoms of low n value (~4) remain as Ho and 
pass out of the ring for collection; atoms of high n (>6) 
strip rapidly and are accepted as protons; there remain 
some intermediate states which strip after some delay, so 
may be accepted or lost, or become beam halo. The atomic 
physics is discussed in [15]! and a semi-empirical formula 
derived for the Stark state lifetimes. Those for the states 
n=4 and 5 are plotted in Figure 9 for the 1.334 GeV Ho 
atoms. There is a gap in the graph between the n=4 and 
n=5 states, and the chosen field of 0.177 T is within this 
gap. Direct transitions between the two states bordering 
the gap and the stripped state are forbidden, so the effec- 
tive gap is enhanced. The options 1 and 3 have injection 
at 0.8 GeV, and the field of 0.1252 T then corresponds to 
an equivalent gap between the states n=5 and 6. 

It is proposed to use a foil with two free, unsupported 
edges to reduce the subsequent proton foil traversals. Si- 
multaneous painting is provided in the longitudinal and 
both transverse planes. Vertical painting is obtained by 

collapsing the field in the 4 vertical bump magnets, shown 
in Figure 7. Correlated horizontal and longitudinal paint- 
ing results from the choice of a finite dispersion at the foil 
together with a ramping of input beam momentum. The 
longitudinal painting is improved by chopping the linac 
beam with a SO%, duty cycle at the ring bunch repetition 
frequency, and also by amplitude and frequency modula- 
tion of the dual radiofrequency systems. The transverse 
painting commences with large horizontal and small ver- 
tical oscillations and changes gradually to end with the 
reverse correlations. Foil traversals are also reduced by 
mismatching the linac and ring beams, with zero disper- 
sion and low beta paramet.ers for the former at the foil. 

Beam losses may result’ from delayed stripping of Ho, or 
from inelastic and elastic foil interactions; betatron and 
momentum tails form, adding to those due to linac beam 
halo. A negative momentum tail and dispersion at the foil 
increases the losses. Overall losses are acceptable, however, 
since there are few foil traversals for the proposed 1000 
turn painting. A proviso is that incoming beam halos: 
longitudinal included, must be at, acceptable levels, and 
this is a new area for linac studies. 

Other schemes employ zero dispersion at the foil, merg- 
ing the H- beam and protons either in a lattice dipole or 
in a dipole of a bump magnet set. For these, orbit bumps 
create less favourable final distributions, with rectangular 
beam cross sections. 

The vertical bump magnets arr all within the injection 
cell, thus separating the ring and injection optics. The 
price to pay for this layout is a high power current supply, 
which must be collapsed over the 600 /LS injection interval. 
The peak power is >lO MVA for the ESS design, and varies 
inversely as the cube of the length, 1: see Figure 7. 

4 RING PARAMETERS, VACUUM 

Large transverse emittances are required to restrict the 
space charge tune shifts and the proton foil traversals. The 
chosen 1 d phase space areas (/r) are 30 and 35 prad m 
for the 1.334 GeV ESS accumulat,ors and 0.8 GeV-injection 
ESS options, respectively. Machine acceptances (4 g) are 
480 and 560 prad m, respectively, and collimator limits are 
set at 260 and 305 brrad m. 

Longitudinal bunch areas are chosen to avoid potential 
instabilities. Each ESS accumulator has a bunch area of 
6.5 eV set, while each ESS RCS has 2 bunches with 5 eV 
set per bunch. These values are based on the use of con- 
toured vacuum chambers to reduce the longitudinal space 
charge forces. For the chosen transverse and longitudinal 
emittances, the required values of normalised lattice dis- 
persion at the position of the foil are -2.2 rn1i2. 

It is planned to shape the vacuum vessel dimensions to 
be a constant ratio of 4/d to the local values of the full 
beam sizes in the rings. Solid chambers of aluminium are 
assumed for the accumulators, but ceramic rhambers are 
needed for the KS main and correction magnets. The 
ceramic chambers may follow the ISIS designs of [7], and 
require ISIS-style contoured radio frequency inter-shields. 
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5 RADIO FREQUENCY SYSTEMS 

Dual harmonic systems are proposed with total voltages: 
V = V0 (sin hwt, - 6 sin(2hwt + ej) 

(though Barrier f~uckrt syst,rms are also to 1~ st,udicd) 
For tlic accumulat.~>rs, h:= 1. 8=0, fi=O 5, V,? is raisrd frt-im 
--‘1 to 30 kV over injection and ; is frc,quency modulated. 
For the R(‘S. h=2, and 0, 6, Vc, and h change continuously, 
see Figures 5 and 6. All options have heavy beam loading, 
reactive in the accumulators. but reaching 5 Mm’ peak r(‘- 
sistive in each tt(.‘S at mici-cycle. Pt and Pi, of Figure, 6 
arc‘, resl)ect ively. the total beam power alid t,hat I)rovided 
by the syst,em of harmonic, II. IYhrn T’t<I’h, power is 
absorh~d from the beam b>- t,he 211 citvit,y syst~rns. Lon- 
gitudinal tracking is used to check paramc+rs. (‘avities 
have a single gap for t,lie accurnulat~.,rs, but t,wo gaps for 
the 25 Hz RC.5, where 240 kV peak per t,urn is required. 

6 INSTABILITIES 

Bunched beam instabilities alone arc relevant as the 
H- beam is chopped at the ring bunch repetition fre- 
quency and cavities are on through injection to extraction. 
Though bunched, the beam may still develop an electron- 
proton instability, as at t,hc I’!%, LANL. It, is Tuspectctl, 
hut not confirmed, that t&r Rfl 1~s growth t,ime instability 
is caused by protons inigrating into the bunch gap and at,- 
tracting electrons, formed at pingcr and extraction pIa&, 
in some avalanche process. The instability does not. occllr 
in ISIS at 70 MeV for equivatfxnt Icvc+ (4 10’” protons), 
not, even in a coasting beam mode. The ESS flux is -6 
larger, but this is offset by larger bImch areas and higher 
energies. ISIS safeguards are to bc adopt,ed: sniooth cham- 
b!,r transitions, cotl&ion of foil striI)pcd clcct,rons and the 
use of low impedance, ferritr, extraction kickers. Accumu- 
lators are potentially safer than R(‘S a.5 beam is in theln 
for less time, they have fewer cavities and they use solid 
vacuum chambers, not, ceramic with int,er-shielgis. USC, of 
natural chror~iat,icit,ic~s leads t,o large head-tail phast: shifts, 
reducing thr prospcrt of transverse instabilities. 

7 MAGNETS AND EXTRACTION 

ESS dipole field levels, except in the injection dipoles, are 
1.13 Tin the 1.334&V accumulat.ors. and 0.42 to 1.1 Tin 
the RCS. They are dc in the accumulators and have a 20 Hz 
sinusoidal rise, a 40 Hz fall, and a 2.5 ms flat bntt,orrl in 
the RCS. Quadrupole and bending magnets have apertures 
comparable to t,hose used in the ISlS ring, 

Kicker risetimes must, be <I90 ns for the accumulat,ors 
and <300 ns for the RCS. Push-pull, lumped kickers, sep 
arated by a ground plane, are to be used, as at ISIS. One 
design has a pulse forming network (Z,/2), speed-up net- 
work and thyratron feeding a resistor Za in parallel with 
a Zo cable linking a half kicker, again as at ISIS. i2nother 
has a F’FIV at Z,.,, thyratron, and Z,l cable feeding a satll- 
rating inductor and half kicker, with a speed-up network in 
parallel. Volt,ages and kickrr currpnts are 40 kV and 5 kA, 
respectively, though the thyrat.ron currants for the lat.t,rr 

are halved. Coupling impedances for t hc designs will It<, 
check(zd Required are 3x2 for t,hc 0.8 GeV rings, 4x2 f<>r 
the 1.334 GeV rings aud 4x2 for the RC’S. Lun~pcd kirkt,rs 
arc preferred to less rugged d(~l~~y-linc~ t,yp~, 

8 COLLIMAT0R.S AND SHIELDING 

f-lcani loss may be localisc~d I)y collirllators and coll~~ct~)rs. 
These are in a dispersion frc,e region for betatron cc,l!c~- 
t.ion and at, a point uf nlaxirrlurri nornialised ilisp<-rsiori for 
momentum loss. The former ar’: more important, for t 1111 
accumulators, t’he latter for 1,11(% f<(‘.S. For brt.atroti loss. 
the primary collimators arc set, al a norrnalis:c~d traIlsverse 
position, Z, and the sc,ccrnti,ary collPctors at %i imtl -Z,. 

after bctatron phase shift,s LL~ and ~12, rczspcctivc,ly. HI-S- 
quirc,rnents arc Z; > Z an11 Zk cos ~1; = % = -%I cos I,? 
Typical values are /~1= Iso, ~LZ= 165’. It helps t,c anglr~ t.hr 
upper or lower half of the collimators. and to have CL~ eqllal 
in t,he two transverse planes over the region. Collectors 
have to stop primary particles; the first, is set just down- 
stream of a collimat,or, with its surface scyt back progrrs- 
sively as the distance downstream increases. wiih %I (max) 
typically 1.02 Z. f,argc tunnels are envisaged for t.hc rings, 
-10 m by 15 m t.o allow hands on maintenanccl. Shielding 
will be 1 .5 m steel, covered by 1 5 m of cc.incrc+, tiot,h for 
rings arid beam lines to the neut,ron targcst.s. 
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